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The Repudiation of the Marvelous: Jonson’s The
Alchemist and the Limits of Satire
Ian McAdam
University of Lethbridge

ur present conception of alchemy is, at best, shadowy and confused. As Charles Nicholl states in The Chemical Theatre, “The
modern image…tends in two directions: one scientific, the other
magical. The first defines alchemy simply and chronologically as early
chemistry…out of which modern chemistry began to emerge during the
seventeenth century.”1 On the other hand, “alchemy is popularly defined
as one of the ‘occult arts’.… To us, the alchemist’s avowed quest for
miraculous substances—the Philosopher’s Stone which converts all to
gold, the Elixir Vitae which confers immortality—belongs to the realm of
magic rather than science.”2 Nevertheless, to consider Renaissance attitudes towards alchemy, we have to recognize that in certain circles the
magical viewpoint, the one we are now so quick to dismiss, was held in
veneration, there being yet no clear distinction between magic and science. Frances Yates, reminding us of this more reputable tradition, asserts
that

O

Alchemy as the Hermetic art par excellence belongs to the Hermetic tradition.… With the advent of Paracelsus, a reformed,
renaissance type of alchemy came into being, and to this tradition John Dee made his contribution. The triple strand of
“Magia, Cabala, and Alchymia” runs through the Rosicrucian
manifestos, typifying their inclusion of alchemy with HermeticCabalist tradition.3
However, if we ask ourselves the question, what specifically is Ben
Jonson’s attitude toward alchemy, most readers and commentators would
agree with Anne Barton’s assessment, that “Jonson was unequivocal in his
contempt for the real-life promises and activities of the alchemists. He
addressed them scornfully in his epigram ‘To Alchymists’: ‘If all you boast
1Charles Nicholl, The Chemical Theatre (London:
2Nicholl, The Chemical Theatre, 2.
3Frances A. Yates, The Rosicrucian Enlightenment

Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), 1.
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,

1972), 194.
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of your great art be true; / Sure, willing povertie lives most in you’” (Epig.
vi); in his masque Mercury Vindicated From the Alchemists at Court
alchemy “is used to express that deplorable flight from Nature which
Jonson thought he saw in the literature and society of his time.”4 While
such an attitude seems clearly upheld in the raucous satire of The Alchemist, Elizabeth Cook has more recently countered that, while Jonson’s
great comedy has often been described as a satire which exposes the fraudulence of alchemy, the play “is neither exposure nor celebration of alchemy
per se: Subtle and Face, the two central characters, though sufficiently
learned in alchemical lore to awe their clients, are not alchemists but con
men.”5 To this it might be replied that Jonson likely envisaged all alchemists as belonging to the Subtle and Face variety; in fact Stanton J. Linden, probably more familiar with the alchemical tradition than any other
literary critic, states categorically, “There is every reason to believe that
[Jonson’s] view of the art coincided with that of the satirical writers and
that in his mind it was equivalent to the confidence games practiced by
Face, Subtle and Dol.”6 The historical allusions to contemporary practitioners would seem to support this supposition, since both John Dee and
Edward Kelley fall within the orbit of the play’s satirical condemnations:
Dee is implicitly ridiculed in the specious rebus that Subtle concocts for
Drugger, and Mammon ludicrously describes Subtle as more courted by
kings than Kelley. Yet, consistent with Cook’s suggestions, Robert M.
Schuler considers a series of critical readings which assume, rightly in his
opinion, that “Jonson, like Shakespeare and Donne, saw alchemy as both
a legitimate pursuit (and therefore as a source of ‘positive’ metaphor) and
as a vehicle for charlatans (and therefore as a source of ‘negative’ metaphor
and as an object of ridicule).”7 Whatever Jonson’s attitudes towards the
protoscientific endeavors of his day, he clearly deploys alchemy metaphorically in The Alchemist, so that the main theme of the play emerges as one
of failed transformations, not of base metals into gold, but of (base)
people into their wildest imaginings. As Barton crucially asserts, “gradually alchemy is redefined, liberated from stills and ferments, until it comes
to seem like an essential way of talking about the self in relation to society,
still somewhat suspect, but answering a human need, and possessed of its
own covert value.”8
4Anne Barton, Ben Jonson, Dramatist (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984),

136.
5Elizabeth Cook, “Introduction,” The Alchemist, 2d ed., New Mermaids (London: A
& C Black, 1991), xiii. All quotations of the play are from this edition.
6Stanton J. Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks: Alchemy in English Literature from Chaucer
to the Restoration (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1996), 119.
7Robert M. Schuler, “Jonson’s Alchemists, Epicures, and Puritans,” Medieval and
Renaissance Drama in England 2 (1985): 203 n. 2.
8Barton, Ben Jonson, Dramatist, 137.
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I consider Barton’s reading crucial because it makes a claim that, while
extremely attractive, requires careful reconsideration: is metaphorical
alchemy in the play possessed of its own covert value? Such a claim is
understandable coming from a well-known Shakespearean, but it is perhaps doubtful since, as Barton herself admits, “at the end of the day, no
Shakespearean miracle has occurred”;9 all the transformations in the play
fail. Certainly alchemy has in the play come to seem like an essential way
of talking about the self in relation to society, but Jonson’s social vision is
perhaps less sanguine, and more conservative, than Barton suggests. We
might consider instead John S. Mebane’s general assertion that in Ben
Jonson’s major plays “the radical individualism, utopian dreams, and antiauthoritarian forces of the Renaissance are the objects of skillful and concentrated satiric attack.”10 Mebane singles out The Alchemist, which sets
out to deflate “the illusion that the individual can realize godlike potential
through a series of self-transformations and that this perfection of the soul
can lead directly to the radical reformation of nature and society.”
Mebane’s argument is largely convincing, since the deflation he identifies
is accomplished in part by exposing the revolutionary social changes
sought by the Anabaptists Tribulation and Ananias, and even more importantly by Sir Epicure Mammon, as narcissistic dreams of unlimited selfindulgence and personal control. Thus the spiritual dream of a return to a
“golden age” entertained both by Puritan “enthusiasts” and believers of
alchemy and magic descends bathetically to a very materialist, mundane,
and selfish desire for the possession of gold and worldly power. The parallel that Mebane draws between the more strictly medical or (al)chemical
ambitions of Mammon, and the politico-religious ambitions of the Anabaptists, receives support from other critics. Schuler’s essay focuses on the
“historical links between alchemy, Puritanism, and millenarianism,”11
while Lyndy Abraham has recently argued that “alchemy and chemical
medicine were particularly espoused by radical Protestants”; she concludes
that the traditions of Protestantism, Hermeticism, and alchemy were
“largely in alliance” in early-seventeenth-century England.12
I suggest, however, that while Jonson’s satire is in many ways brilliantly developed, its edge is dulled somewhat by the fact that the conservative social vision Jonson offers as a necessary corrective to the delusions
and excesses of his dupes is itself narcissistically grounded in questionable
ambition, exploitation, exclusion, and indulgence. There is, for example,
the notorious crux concerning the moral or ethical status of Lovewit, who
9Barton, Ben Jonson, Dramatist, 138.
10John S. Mebane, Renaissance Magic and the Return of the Golden Age

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 137.
11Schuler, “Jonson’s Alchemists, Epicures, and Puritans,” 172.
12Lyndy Abraham, Marvell and Alchemy (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1990), 18, 20.
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appropriates the wealth amassed by the “venture tripartite” of the three
tricksters and wins the rich widow Dame Pliant for himself—and to this
crux I will return at the end of my argument. I begin with the character
whom I cannot help imaginatively embracing (indulging for a moment a
purely personal response) each time I deal with the text, in spite of his
ludicrous self-delusions. While the play’s satirical program reduces the
spiritual dream of a return to a “golden age” to a materialist and mundane
desire for gold and worldly power, Sir Epicure Mammon’s desires, at least
at first, seem anything but mundane, and his discourse turns “worldly”
desire into the stuff of fantasy. While the observation has been made by
earlier critics, it deserves further emphasis here: in a play where ruthless
competition and aggressive self-interest seem the general rule, Mammon
is the only character to entertain, at least temporarily, thoughts of human
charity. In such a play-world Subtle’s initial description of him is in fact
quite startling:
O, I did look for him
With the sun’s rising: marvel, he could sleep!
This is the day, I am to perfect for him
The magisterium, our great work, the stone;
And yield it, made into his hands: of which,
He has, this month, talked, as he were possessed.
And, now, he’s dealing pieces on’t, away.
Methinks, I see him, entering ordinaries,
Dispensing for the pox; and plaguey-houses,
Reaching his dose; walking Moorfields for lepers;
........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Searching the spittle, to make old bawds young;
And the highways, for beggars, to make rich:
I see no end of his labours. He will make
Nature ashamed of her long sleep: when art,
Who’s but a step-dame, shall do more, than she,
In her best love to mankind, ever could.
If his dream last, he’ll turn the age, to gold.
(1.4.11–29)
This speech is highly significant not only in its theatrical but also its historical context, since, as David Riggs points out, the
year 1609 has seen the worst outbreak of the bubonic plague
since 1603, and the epidemic persisted into 1610…. Jonson
wrote The Alchemist for an audience of city dwellers who
remained in town during the plague…. Since Jonson situates the
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master’s abandoned house on the exact site occupied by the
Blackfriars Theatre, the more attentive spectators could have seen
that their situation was not just analogous, but identical, to that
of their onstage counterparts. Despite the risk of disease, they too
could not resist the allure of the crowded “House” in the Blackfriars.13
Riggs concludes therefore that Jonson’s relationship to his audience was
“deeply ambivalent.” Jonson’s ultimate ideological point in his satire may
be to debunk alchemy’s art as a delusion and a “deplorable flight from
Nature,” to borrow Barton’s phrase, but the temptation to regard it as an
art that could possibly save one from the ravages of nature (in the form of
the plague) would surely be irresistible on the part of the Jacobean audience. Stanton Linden discusses the development in the sixteenth century
of one branch of alchemical studies, iatrochemistry and Paracelsian medicine, which concentrated on “medicines chemically prepared and derived
from minerals (as distinguished from herbal medicines),” and underlines
the optimism of some of the alchemical writers, with their “expectations of
improved conditions for human beings while on earth, not an escape from
a temporal ‘vale of tears’ into a conventional Christian afterlife.”14 If from
our present perspective we can imagine Mammon’s idealized visions, or
visions like them, as historically contributing to the impetus behind the
development of medical science, we also might be less willing to dismiss
them.
But of course Mammon’s altruism is radically undercut in the play by
his monomaniacal sensual appetites, and in this, as several commentators
have noticed, he resembles Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus. As Barton
observes, “Like Faustus, Mammon begins by talking like a universal social
benefactor, a man who can ‘confer honour, love, respect, long life, / Give
safety, valure: yea, and victorie, / To whom he will’” (2.1.50–52).While
“[t]here is a powerful concern with self in all these visions,” they at least
admit, “and even show some compassion for, the independent existences
of other people.” Yet, Barton has to acknowledge, “as the actual moment
of his possession of the stone grows nearer (or so he thinks) his ambitions
narrow, leaving him at last in a private world of sensual self-indulgence.”15
In one sense, then, Mammon is brought down to the level of the other
dupes; in a nascent capitalist world, he thinks he can buy his dreams, with
extraordinary returns on his investment. When Surly objects that a true
alchemist must be a pure and spiritual man—“Why, I have heard, he must
13David Riggs, Ben Jonson: A Life (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989),
170–71.
14Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 7, 35.
15Barton, Ben Jonson, Dramatist, 140–41.
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be homo frugi, / A pious, holy, and religious man / One free from mortal
sin, a very virgin”—Mammon replies, “That makes it, sir, he is so. But I
buy it”(2.2.97–100). Mammon’s sensual appetite and ambition reaches its
most comical extreme in his hopes that the elixir will make his back so
strong that he will be able to “encounter fifty a night”(2.2.39), and in his
desire to make eunuchs of not only Face, his prospective master of the
seraglio, but also of all the town and court “stallions”(2.2.66) that presumably would otherwise sexually compete with him. He thus seems the
ultimate embodiment of male narcissistic fantasy; his “manliness”
expresses itself primarily on this infantile level, which is aptly emblematized, as Ronald Huebert points out, in the image of “The boy of six year
old, with the great thing”(5.1.24) later mentioned by Lovewit (significantly, perhaps, since Lovewit represents the final, triumphant narcissist of
the play).16
In spite of this narcissism, however, Mammon’s virtual embodiment
of Eros or the life impulse maintains its appeal in the Thanatos world of
plague-ridden London. A Freudian perspective may in fact prove helpful
here, and we need to pause over the idealism displayed by Mammon and
carefully encouraged by Subtle, which, in spite of its narcissistic component, contributes to a more positive or optimistic subtext beyond (or
below) the scathing criticism of Jonson’s satire. In a sometimes questionable but nevertheless intriguing discussion entitled “The Moral Vision of
The Alchemist: Tricks, Psychotherapy, and Personality Traits,” Ruth Evans
Netscher suggests we consider the “theme of [psychological] healing” in
the play, and the resemblance of Subtle to the modern psychotherapist:
“All Subtle’s patients seek someone who will listen to their everyday discontents and cooperate with them in ‘projecting’ something more satisfying. So, although Subtle’s concern is not altruistic, he is able to help his
patients by letting them think that it is.”17 Netscher relates Subtle’s moral
ambiguity to the role of Jonson the artist. She points out that the Prologue to the play states a clear moral purpose consistent with the healing
aims of psychotherapy—“Though this pen/ Did never aim to grieve, but
better men”18—yet she also relates an anecdote from Drummond which
at the same time casts doubt on Jonson’s general ethical intentions:
He can set horoscopes, but trusts not in them. He, with the consent of a friend, cozened a lady, with whom he had made an
appointment to meet an old astrologer in the suburbs, which she
kept; and it was himself disguised in a long gown and white beard
16Ronald Huebert, “A Shrew Yet Honest: Manliness in Jonson,” Renaissance Drama,
n.s., 15 (1984): 55.
17Ruth Evans Netscher, “The Moral Vision of The Alchemist: Tricks, Psychotherapy,
and Personality Traits,” Literature and Medicine 7 (1988): 177.
18Netscher, “Moral Vision,” 179.
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at the light of a dim burning candle up in a little cabinet reached
unto by a ladder.19
While we might expect a close and conscious identification between
Jonson the literary alchemist and Subtle (who is after all the play’s titular
character) the fictional one, Subtle does, I suggest, continue to operate in
a space beyond, and not quite under control of, the satirical confines of
Jonson’s social vision; the vexed nature of this identification lies, I suggest,
at the heart of the critical controversies, and the very meaning of the play.
It is interesting, for example, that Mammon’s most “altruistic” vision,20
his highest and most idealistic moment, comes in fact as a description out
of the mouth of Subtle—as if, under the ironic grandiosity and intentional
ridicule, resides a certain degree of sympathy. But the conjunction of these
two characters, with what I might term their “occult” sympathies, has further ramifications in the play which encourage a reading against the grain
of Jonson’s satire.
It could be argued that no characters suffer from Jonson’s conservatism, his tendency to ridicule attempts to reform nature and society, more
than his female characters. For example, in Volpone heavenly Celia’s virtue
is “rewarded” only by having her jealous husband ordered to “send her/
Home to her father, with her dowry trebled”(5.7.141–42). This tendency
to idealize women only as monied prizes, booty that can be seized, or trophies to be won by the most successful male competitor, is certainly evident in The Alchemist, where the rich widow, and seemingly brainless,
Dame Pliant is pursued by the majority of the male characters, including
Face, Drugger, Surly, Lovewit—and (admittedly) even Subtle, although
significantly he relinquishes his interest in her to Face with the words,
“Much good joy, and health to you, sir./ Marry a whore? [They are about
to prostitute her to Surly.] Fate, let me wed a witch first”(4.3.89–90). As
a “cunning man,” a sorcerer/alchemist, Subtle is a kind of “witch” himself—Face in fact calls him one at 1.1.107—and in a sense seeks his own
here. A master of the imagination, he shows less terror of the Dionysian
powers than his cohort, and in fact he seems to display more natural sympathy towards women than the other men; he certainly shows more professional respect for Dol than Face does. In the “venture tripartite” Dol
Common is denigrated and sexually objectified by Face but not by Subtle;
when she manages to smooth over the wrangling of her two male partners
in the opening scene, Subtle acclaims her as a kind of female hero, “Royal

19Netscher, “Moral Vision,” 178–79; quoting “Ben Jonson’s Conversations with William Drummond of Hawthornden,” in Ben Jonson, ed. C.H. Herford, Percy Simpson, and
Evelyn M.S. Simpson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1941), 1:app. 1, p. 141, lines 306–11.
20See above.
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Dol! / Spoken like Claridiana, and thy self!” This is immediately undercut
by Face’s assertion, however:
For which, at supper, thou shalt sit in triumph,
And not be styled Dol Common, but Dol Proper,
Dol Singular: the longest cut, at night,
Shall draw thee for his Dol Particular.
(1.1.175–79)
As Elizabeth Cook explains, common, proper, singular, and particular are
“grammatical categories used to indicate Dol’s sexual range,” and Face
implies that the winner at drawing straws, or perhaps the most generously
endowed, will receive her particular sexual favors. Dol’s last name “Common,” indicates her status as punk or whore; she is presumably potentially
“common” or available to everyone. While Subtle prefers a “witch” to a
“whore,” ironically both Dol and Subtle are in effect granted an equivalently low status in the play’s social hierarchy when they escape together
(penniless) at the end—both have in a sense been “prostituted” and then
betrayed by Face.
The exact nature of this “prostitution” deserves closer examination,
especially with respect to the encounter between Dol and Sir Epicure
Mammon. Although Mammon seeks her out with undeniable sexual interest, his treatment of her forms a remarkable contrast to the behavior and
the attitudes of the other male characters, with the significant exception (as
suggested above) of Subtle. Gerard Cox observes that Mammon first perceives Dol “pass silently over the stage, a Helen to his Faustus.”21 In a rhetorical gesture paralleling Subtle’s epithet “Claridiana,” Mammon
exclaims, “’Fore God, a Bradamante, a brave piece”(2.3.225), identifying
Dol with the female warrior in Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso that served as a
model for Spenser’s Britomart. When he meets her next he experiences an
elevation that is “simultaneously sexual and spiritual” and attains “a state of
rapture, deluding himself that his lust for Dol is love for divine splendor.”22
And of course Jonson obviously does expose this as delusion, for when
Mammon exclaims to Dol, “There is a strange nobility, i’ your eye, / This
lip, that chin! Methinks you do resemble / One o’ the Austriac princes,”
Face smirks in an aside, “Very like, / Her father was an Irish costermonger”(4.1.54–60). Yet we might well wonder, with or without overt Marxist
sympathies, why can’t she be beautiful, why can’t Mammon be perceiving

21Gerard H. Cox, “Apocalyptic Projection and the Comic Plot of The Alchemist,”
English Literary Renaissance 13 (1983): 79.
22Cox, “Apocalyptic Projection,” 79.
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real bearing and beauty?23 Like Subtle, Mammon seems to be able to
imagine Dol as coequal. He not only praises Dol’s beauty, but he admires
her education, and promises her a partnership in his fantasized “free state,”
where they may “enjoy a perpetuity / Of life, and lust” (4.1.155–66). It
may still be a narcissistic fantasy, but at least he invites her to share it as a
kind of compeer; Mammon’s behavior, though exposed as delusional and
outrageous through the play’s satire, nevertheless implicitly ironizes the
limited possibilities that most of the other men in the play—and men in
general in Jonson—imagine for women and for social relationships.
Some speculation concerning “unconscious” meaning may be in
order to explain satisfactorily the interesting inconsistencies, the chinks in
the armor of Jonson’s misogyny suggested by his portrayals of Subtle and
Mammon in their interaction with Dol. Similar “inconsistencies” in attitudes towards women have been noted by critics of Jonson. Louise
Schleiner observes that Jonson agreed with James I
in disapproving of witty, independent, politically active women
who talked to each other as if they were men.… Even while he
was flattering the Countess of Bedford (Epigram #76) for having
“a learned and a manly soul” and being able to “control the
shears / Of destiny and spin her own free hours,” he was satirizing the collegiates in Epicoene for wanting to be masculine statewomen (II.iii.123) and “spin their own days.”24
David Riggs as well comments on the significance of that “misogynist
farce entitled Epicoene,” which “turns the androgynous woman into a
figure of ridicule.” Riggs contrasts Epicoene with The Masque of Beauty and
Masque of Queens, which “pay tribute to powerful court ladies who are
perfectly at home in a man’s world,” but he adds the ironic observation
that “to glorify women by turning them into men was, in that day and age,
to rob them of their femininity, and [even] Queens hovers perilously close
to satire.”25 In a longer analysis of The Masque at Queens, Lawrence Normand points out that Jonson creates an ostensible opposition between
powerless female witches (of peasant origin) and the elite female power
represented by the queens. Yet in the process Jonson has to repress those
aspects of his sources “which attribute the queens’ extraordinary, incomprehensible powers—exceeding the supposed natural limits of their sex—
to magic,” which would otherwise erode the distinction he has estab23I regret that around the time when Elizabeth Taylor appeared as Helen of Troy in
Richard Burton and Nevill Coghill’s film version of Doctor Faustus, someone didn’t cast her
as Dol Common in a film version of The Alchemist, since she could have supplied the perfect
combination of intense beauty and earthy vulgarity needed for the role.
24Louise Schleiner, Tudor and Stuart Women Writers (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), 112.
25Riggs, Ben Jonson: A Life, 154.
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lished. Normand concludes that “Jonson fashions an image of legitimate
female power in the queens that challenges as much as supports patriarchy
and draws on as much as rejects representations of peasant women as
witches.”26 Thus while Jonson the artist attempts to repress witches or
deny their powers, he may (via Subtle) express a secret sympathy; their
“incomprehensible powers” arising from sources beyond their social or
political standing perhaps unconsciously appealed to a man himself chafing
under the burden of the necessary but obsequious flattery directed at
those above him in the social hierarchy. In his epigram “To My Muse,” for
example, Jonson regrets his poetic services to a “worthless lord” and
exclaims, “welcome poverty. / She shall instruct my after-thoughts to
write / Things manly, and not smelling parasite.”27
Yet even while Jonson in his drama consciously ridicules women’s,
especially middle- and lower-class women’s, bid for greater personal autonomy and political power (ironically in spite of his own problems and resentments concerning social subordination), the subtexts of The Alchemist
further dull the edge of this intended satire, as in, for example, Mammon’s
offer of a “free state” to the marvelous Dol. Face perhaps speaks truer than
he realizes when he gleefully remarks, “Why, this is yet / A kind of modern
happiness, to have / Dol Common for a great lady”(4.1.21–23). Here
“modern” means “commonplace,” therefore punning on Dol’s name, but
it also suggests “contemporary,” which raises interesting possibilities
related to the historical context. One of the obvious butts of Jonson’s satire
is the millenarian hopes of radical Protestants who dreamt of setting up
their own kind of “free state” with all goods held in common, without
restrictive law and rigid social hierarchy. As John Mebane reminds us,
The Puritans and the occultists obviously had their differences,
but in The Alchemist Jonson emphasizes their very real similarities. Most importantly, he links them together because both are
“enthusiasts” who regard their own subjective inspiration as superior to any institutional authorities. It is this enthusiasm—or
“possession,” to use Jonson’s own term—which gives rise to the
spirited but unintelligible languages of the play, such as the enigmatic jargon of alchemy and the apocalyptic prophecies from
Broughton which Dol spews forth in act 4.28
For Mebane the political point of Jonson’s satire is very clear and very
conservative; Jonson’s gulls are deluded into “thinking they can establish
26Lawrence Normand, “Witches, King James, and The Masque of Queens,” in Representing Women in Renaissance England, ed. Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1997), 118, 120.
27Ben Jonson: The Complete Poems, ed. George Parfitt (London: Penguin, 1988), 54–55.
28Mebane, Renaissance Magic, 140.
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a new political, social, and religious order,” and therefore the playwright
illustrates “his belief that the rhetoric of individualism and reform can
become the tool of a vicious megalomania.”29 One might, however, take
a different critical tack here, as Jacqueline Pearson does when she also
observes that “Dol Common’s alleged madness is triggered by her reading,” and concludes that Renaissance women’s reading was by male writers “troped as—indeed seemed literally identical to—disease, madness,
deception, rebellion and transgression of the boundaries of acceptable
femininity.”30 But of course Dol’s madness is “alleged,” feigned, and she
seems a remarkably resourceful and controlled woman who has been
underestimated and unfairly slighted in criticism of the play. Her mastery
of Broughton’s apocalyptic terminology makes her the intellectual equal
of Subtle, with his mastery of alchemical jargon. And surely it is significant
that in the brilliant opening scene it is she who possesses the self-discipline
and emotional control (supposedly masculine qualities) to resolve the dangerous and vicious quarrel between Face and Subtle—what Dol calls “civil
war”(1.1.82)—that threatens to overthrow their “republic.” She in fact
describes the golden political world, the classless society, dreamt of by the
radical sects:
And the work
Were not begun out of equality?
The venture tripartite? All things in common?
Without priority?
(1.1.133–36)
It is relevant to consider here Dol Common’s relation to the slightly later
political developments of the English Civil War, and of the radical religious
groups that actually did believe that women deserved a fair and equal partnership in social governance. H. N. Brailsford in his study of the Levellers
observes:
[t]wice in 1649…when the lives of the [Leveller] leaders were in
danger, the women in their own names petitioned Parliament on
their behalf. The rough usage they then met with from…soldiers
and politicians of other views is a reminder that in their attitude
to women the Levellers were ahead of their time. They encouraged women to play their part in politics side by side with their
husbands and brothers, because they believed in the equality of all
“made in the image of God.” This was, indeed, an article of their
29Mebane, Renaissance Magic, 140.
30Jacqueline Pearson, “Women reading,

reading women,” in Women and Literature in
Britain, 1500–1700, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 86.
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religious creed, which reflected the influence of the Anabaptists
among them. Everyone knows that however low the position of
women sank round about them, the Quakers always preached and
practised equality. But few of us remember that they were following the example which their forerunners the Anabaptists had set
from the early days of the sixteenth century onward. In their community women had an equal standing, an equal right to pray and
speak at its meetings.31

With this historical context in mind, we might be less inclined to embrace
Jonson’s satirical characterization of radical Protestantism as simply hypocritical and megalomaniacal. Mebane, who offers such a reading, does
consider the peculiar role of Dol in the venture tripartite republic, observing that her “appeals to their reason and their professed egalitarian principles fail…and she finally imposes order only by seizing Face’s sword and
threatening her partners with physical violence.” Thus the problem with
the cozener’s commonwealth “is that each presumably ‘equal’ partner is
always attempting to gain ascendancy over the others.”32
Yet this attempt to gain ascendancy is, I suggest, a distinctly male
quality in the play; Dol only resorts to such a phallic measure—Face’s
sword—out of desperation. One reason may be that for Jonson, as Huebert observes, manliness is inextricably linked to competition and fighting.33 But we have to look more closely at what exactly the men are
fighting over. The answer, in a word, is women, and while this may seem
self-evident, there are in fact aspects of women, and women’s power, that
critics of The Alchemist have not considered closely enough. We might
recall here Jonson’s secret sympathy with the “incomprehensible powers”
of women mentioned earlier—it seems that Jonson’s desire for manly
independence, his reaction against “things parasite,” ironically involved an
unconscious admiration for, or perhaps even envy of, women’s inherent
sexual and creative power. Such power was, in Jonson’s cultural context,
frequently if not invariably seen in terms of “magic,” as in The Masque of
Queens. It is indeed remarkable—no matter how esoteric or arcane or mystical its Hermetic and Neoplatonic philosophical expression—that Renaissance magical theory so often seems connected to concerns with sexuality
and eroticism. As Ioan Couliano controversially, but in my mind convincingly, asserts in Eros and Magic in the Renaissance, “Magic is merely eroticism applied, directed, and aroused by its performer.”34 And of all forms
31H.N. Brailsford, The Levellers and the English Revolution, ed. Christopher Hill (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1961), 316–17.
32Mebane, Renaissance Magic, 146.
33Huebert, “Manliness in Jonson,” 33.
34Ioan P. Couliano, Eros and Magic in the Renaissance, trans. Margaret Cook (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1987), xviii.
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of male philosophical magic, alchemy seems the most obvious attempt at
a male appropriation of female procreative power. We might consider the
ironic metaphorical appropriation in the rude parallel between alchemical
endeavor and the sexual act in Donne’s scathingly misogynistic poem
“Love’s Alchemy,” where the speaker, having “digged love’s mine,” fails
to find the “hidden mystery,” and claims “no chemic yet the elixir got /
But glorifies his pregnant pot.”35 Or we might consider the alchemical
texts directly, which introduce yet once more, when related to Jonson’s
dramatic treatment, intriguing inconsistencies and unexpected crossgender identifications.
As Gareth Roberts observes, while the analogy of the agricultural
cycle of sowing, reaping, and harvesting is sometimes employed in
alchemical texts, “it is to human reproduction, conception, gestation,
birth and indeed the subsequent life of man, that alchemical processes
were more often compared.”36 Jonson definitely echoes the images of
pregnancy and procreation so prominent in alchemical writings. When the
newly arrived Mammom exclaims, “Is it, my Zephyrus, right? / Blushes
the bolt’s head?” Face replies, “Like a wench with a child, sir”(2.2.8–9).
When the incredulous Surly objects that they are trying to “hatch gold in
a furnace…As they do eggs, in Egypt,” Subtle retorts that hatching eggs
would be the greater miracle, since “lead, and other metals…would be
gold, if they had time”(2.3.126–40), as if alchemy itself were an elaborate
brooding process. In fact Subtle sees the entire con game as a kind of nursing of the infantile, narcissistic gulls (so many fantastic babies), when he
asserts: “A man must deal like a rough nurse, and fright / Those, that are
froward, to an appetite”(2.5.89–90).
But Roberts also observes an interesting gender differentiation in the
descriptions of the alchemical process. Since all metals were believed to be
generated from mercury and sulphur,
The union of the principles had its social aspect in alchemical
images of marriage and there are endless references to the marriage of the red man and the white woman.… Chemical weddings
of male sulphur and female mercury abound.… In a work by
George Ripley, mercury is an unruly woman “in her working…
full wild” who has to be governed, and is not let out until she has
conceived a child. A fragment of a poem by Pearce, the Black
Monk, describes the woman as “both wanton and rude” presumably because of mercury’s volatility. Alternatively mercury could
35John Donne: The Complete English Poems, ed. A.J. Smith (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1971), 65.
36Gareth Roberts, The Mirror of Alchemy: Alchemical Ideas and Images in Manuscripts
and Books from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1994), 82.
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be a good wife and mother, and although wooed by many would
deal only with her husband; or a wife who kills herself to bring life
to her child. Sulphur is the father of metals, the male active principle of Aristotelian physiology, and it is his seed, the Sperm of
Sol, which should be cast into the matrix of mercury in copulation.37

The gender assignment of female mercury and male sulphur is also noted
by Charles Nicholl, who states that “‘mercury’ and ‘sulphur’ are descriptive of the binary principles, the yin and yang, of matter. Mercury is associated with the moist, vaporous, volatile, spiritual, female aspects of
matter; Sulphur with the solid, combustible, fixed, bodily, masculine
aspects.”38
It is, however, notable that this gendered distinction is carefully
avoided or elided in Jonson’s treatments of alchemy. In the masque Mercury Vindicated from the Alchemists at Court, which involves, as Stanton
Linden argues, an “examination and rejection of Art’s claims to superiority over Nature,” Mercury is masculinized; “he” is “Nature’s son” and
stands in opposition to Vulcan (art). Jonson gives Mercury “the attributes
of spiritedness, volatility, and fusibility, properties that must be removed or
transformed if Mercury is to be efficacious in preparing the stone. Given
this natural state, efforts to enslave Mercury must necessarily be harsh and
unnatural.”39 Thus the alchemists of the masque figure as persecutors of
Nature. It is perhaps not quite true that Mercury is “masculinized,” since
“he” complains, “I am their Crude, and their Sublimate; their Præcipitate,
and their vnctuous; their male and their female; sometimes their Hermaphrodite.”40 The androgynous figure now appears not as an object of
ridicule but of sympathy, a victim of “men’s” barbarous art, which is here
associated with the demonic.41 The solution to Mercury’s persecution is
an appeal to James I as Sol or the sun, ruler of Nature. As Linden argues,
“in this portion of the masque, the attack on alchemy is inseparable from
a withering critique of the effects of materialism and commercialization on
the manners of court and society.”42 Yet ironically the feminine “Nature”
and her son Mercury are only relieved by subordinating the entire social
and political system to an absolutist “sun-king.”
Such a subordination results, in effect, in the complete denial of
agency to all but the king, and the “feminization” of everyone else, when
37Roberts, Mirror of Alchemy, 84–86.
38Nicholl, The Chemical Theatre, 32.
39Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 132, 141.
40Mercury Vindicated, in Ben Jonson, ed. C.H.

Herford, Percy Simpson, and Evelyn
M.S. Simpson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1941), 7:lines 51–54.
41Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 144–45.
42Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 146.
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Nature is recognized “here no stepdame, but a mother.”43 James in this
sense achieves what Mammon only fantasizes about, making eunuchs of all
his competitors. Yet the king, in his close identification with female Nature
and the hermaphroditic Mercury, represents not so much manly control as
sanctified, divine power. James’s role as a kind of divine controller—yet
with distinctly feminine overtones—is further suggested in Stephen
Orgel’s analysis of the king’s political appropriation of the maternal role:
Upon his accession in 1603, he declared to Parliament that “I am
the husband and the whole island is my lawful wife; I am the
head, and it is my body.” The imagery derives from St. Paul on
marriage, and the two statements are presented as synonymous.
Mothers became unnecessary; he himself would be “a loving
nourish-father” who would provide his subjects with “their own
nourish-milk.”44
It is in fact this political strategy that, according to Orgel, renders James
less effective than his predecessor:
as a political solution, James’s patriarchy had a fatal weakness: it
required Parliament to allow itself to be conceived as the monarch’s children, or wife, or the body to his active mind, to be dictated to…. Queen Elizabeth’s rhetoric with the men on whom
her power and her purse depended had been shrewder, and much
more effective: it represented them as her lovers. This was, for
James, in every way an impossible act to follow.45
James’s assumption of the role of divine father-mother thus figures as
another narcissistic (and untenable) drive towards absolute power.
Regarding the denouement of Mercury Vindicated, Linden argues that the
twelve final masquers that appear suggest Christ’s disciples, and that in the
end “Jonson’s Mercury/Christ has escaped the permanent ‘fixation’ of
crucifixion and death and is now vindicated.… The masque is an enactment of the Passion of both Mercury and Christ, with both of whom
James is identified.”46 Earlier in the masque the alchemists are dismissed
as false creators, “fire-wormes…[who] professe to outworke the Sunne in
vertue, and contend to the great act of generation, nay, almost creation.”
These references to “generation” and “creation” come close to recognizing the peculiar power of women, although ironically the (barely) mascu43Mercury Vindicated, line 209.
44Stephen Orgel, “Jonson and the

Amazons,” in Soliciting Interpretations: Literary
Theory and Seventeenth Century English Poetry, ed. Elizabeth Harvey and Katharine Eisaman
Maus (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 126.
45Orgel, “Jonson and the Amazons,” 126.
46Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 150.
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linized Mercury who makes the speech also indulges in some typically
Jonsonian misogyny, since Mulciber, the patron of the alchemists, is ridiculed for such questionable achievements as making “statues dance, a dog
of brasse to barke, and (which some will say, was his worst acte) a woman
to speake.”47 Again we see the curious ridiculing of women in a discursive
context that implicitly seems to recognize their (ultimate) power.
It is thus possible that behind the rampant competitiveness of the men
in The Alchemist lies the intimation of a deep dependency on female power.
Dapper gagged and forgotten in the privy, all in the expectation of meeting
his aunt, the Queen of Fairy (alias Dol), might be regarded as a particular
comic version of this dependency, and he is instructed to “Kiss her departing part” when he finally leaves. But the intense struggle for the rich
widow Pliant also suggests this male neediness; as Surly rather pathetically
admits to Dame Pliant, “I am a bachelor, / Worth naught: your fortunes
may make me a man”(4.6.12–13). A bachelor is worth naught; a man
without a woman is worth nothing. It is therefore not surprising that
Dame Pliant is the real treasure of the play, and Lovewit’s eventual triumph
in this competition, which has caused critics and readers so many problems, perhaps needs to be understood in archetypal sexual terms. For if we
accept Mebane’s reading of Jonson’s satirical purpose—to ridicule “all the
areas of Renaissance life into which [he] saw the new individualism (or, in
his view, self-centredness) penetrating[:] capitalism, religious dissent,
republicanism, Epicureanism”48—then it is hard to know what to make of
Lovewit’s rather unethical appropriation and triumph at the play’s conclusion. While Mammon only threatened to castrate Face, Lovewit’s return in
a metaphoric sense actually does emasculate this General or Captain of the
tripartite, who must shave his beard and return to his obsequious state as
Jeremy the Butler. His triumph then is the triumph of a “parasite.” His
final act as pander or pimp is to help Lovewit to the rich widow—ironically
the prize that he himself aspired to—but even the master in this transaction
must don the disguise of the Spanish count, that is, must problematize his
identity. Where then does true “manliness” lie? The house in Blackfriars—
which, as Ian Donaldson points out, has been “capable of being whatever
people want it to be … a shell within which their fantasies may be projected, a sounding board for the imagination”49—turns out to possess
nothing but smoke-stained walls, a few cracked pots and glasses, and
“MADAM, with a dildo, writ o’the walls” (5.5.42). With this image of
male imaginative and sexual failure, the play repudiates the marvelous perhaps because the real marvel is missing; as Subtle subtly reveals to us in the
47Mercury Vindicated, lines 128–34.
48Mebane, Renaissance Magic, 146.
49Ian Donaldson, “Jonson’s Magic Houses,”

(London: John Murray, 1986), 51.
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first scene, Face has been conversing with cobwebs since his “mistress’
death hath broke up the house”(58); that is, Lovewit’s wife has died and
presumably left no heir. Without this wife and potential mother no real
transformation is possible, and the limits of Jonson’s satire are revealed
through ironies that indirectly appear to work against his own conservative
social vision; regardless of their social class or levels of competence, men’s
acts of self-creation are desperate, sometimes violent, and ultimately futile
attempts in the void of the absent mother, whose power they attempt to
imitate or appropriate, but can never really possess.
Yet I think the limits of the satire need to be understood as more than
a manifestation of what might be called “womb envy,” a term Katharine
Eisaman Maus regards as “no more a fact of nature than ‘penis envy,’ but
rather a cultural construct the mechanism of which begs to be investigated.”50 Maus observes that in the Renaissance many writers associated the
creative imagination with the female body or the womb, and, as alchemy in
the Renaissance is certainly seen in such terms, it logically follows that the
alchemy of the play suggests (on some level) similar artistic processes—
Linden refers to the “proximity of the ‘alchemical imagination’ to the literary imagination.”51 But Mebane’s and other social critics’ readings suggest
the link between alchemy and both radical Protestantism and capitalism, the
conflation of which may be understood, according to the Weberian paradigm, as the secularization of radical spiritual impulses. Jonson’s attack on
“alchemy” in both these senses might seem, finally, remarkably self-thwarting; as Don E. Wayne has observed, after Volpone “Jonson begins to show
signs of a disturbed awareness that his own identity as poet and playwright—
and therefore his personal transcendence of the still rigid social hierarchy in
which he lived and wrote—depended on the same emerging structure of
social relationships that he satirized in his plays.”52 I suggest that men’s acts
of self-creation remain desperate and futile in the play because of unacknowledged or repressed narcissistic dependencies on maternal power,
which (as a kind of contagious mental disorder) have the social effect of narcissistically reducing women to prizes and possessions (or prostitutes), or to
beings whose only creative capacity is the womb itself. Yet these dependencies are ironically exacerbated, in a neatly vicious circle, by Jonson’s own
attacks on social systems that might ultimately promise more “manly independence” because his subversive imagination allows or intimates that such
freedoms—a bending, a transcending, an improving upon nature (and an
improving of self)—could conceivably be achieved by women as well.
50Katharine Eisaman Maus, Inwardness and Theater in the English Renaissance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), 186.
51Linden, Darke Hierogliphicks, 132.
52Don E. Wayne, “Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson: An Alternative View,”
Renaissance Drama, n.s., 13 (1982): 107
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